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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the factors that determine the equilibrium state, and in particular the height and

structure of the tropopause, in an idealized primitive equation model forced by Newtonian cooling in which

the eddies can determine their own depth. Previous work has suggested that the midlatitude tropopause

height may be understood as the intersection between a radiative and a dynamical constraint. The dynamical

constraint relates to the lateral transfer of energy, which in midlatitudes is largely effected by baroclinic

eddies, and its representation in terms of mean-flow properties. Various theories have been proposed and

investigated for the representation of the eddy transport in terms of the mean flow, including a number

of diffusive closures and the notion that the flow evolves to a state marginally supercritical to baroclinic

instability. The radiative constraint expresses conservation of energy and so must be satisfied, although it need

not necessarily be useful in providing a tight constraint on tropopause height.

This paper explores whether and how the marginal criticality and radiative constraints work together to

produce an equilibrated flow and a tropopause that is internal to the fluid. The paper investigates whether

these two constraints are consistent with simulated variations in the tropopause height and in the mean state

when the external parameters of an idealized primitive equation model are changed. It is found that when the

vertical redistribution of heat is important, the radiative constraint tightly constrains the tropopause height

and prevents an adjustment to marginal criticality. In contrast, when the stratification adjustment is small, the

radiative constraint is only loosely satisfied and there is a tendency for the flow to adjust to marginal criticality.

In those cases an alternative dynamical constraint would be needed in order to close the problem and de-

termine the eddy transport and tropopause height in terms of forcing and mean flow.

1. Introduction

Although the tropopause is one of the most important

features of the atmospheric circulation, our understanding

of the processes that control its height remains incomplete.

Indeed, there is no unique definition of the tropopause.

Conceptually, the tropopause may be thought of as the

transition region separating the dynamically active tro-

posphere, a layer in which mixing by the air motion takes

place on time scales of days, and a stratosphere that is

much more quiescent in comparison and so has a temper-

ature closer to radiative equilibrium. Most physically based

definitions of the tropopause hinge on this distinction,

whether the tropopause is defined in terms of the kine-

matic properties of the flow, the change in the air masses

[particularly tracer concentration, including potential vor-

ticity (PV)] across the tropopause, or the dynamical trans-

port of entropy. An alternative definition of tropopause is

given by the World Meteorological Organization’s

(WMO’s) thermal definition as the level where the lapse

rate first reaches (and stays above) 2 K km21 (WMO

1957; Lewis 1991). However, note that unlike tropopause

definitions based on mixing, there is nothing fundamental

about this definition; it is best regarded as a consequence

of the heating structure for the present-day atmosphere

rather than as a defining property of the tropopause.

Thus, there should be no expectation for this definition to

retain its meaning in different climates. However, note

that even if a dynamical definition of the tropopause is to

be preferred, this does not mean that diabatic effects are

not important.
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In the extratropics the bulk of the meridional and ver-

tical transport of entropy is performed by the baroclinic

eddies, so the question of what determines the tropopause

height is essentially equivalent to the question of what

determines the vertical scale of the eddies. This is a very

challenging question, lying at the core of the wave–mean

flow equilibration problem and also involving, as noted

above, diabatic effects. Linear theory and dimensional

analysis provides us with some guidance at least in the

adiabatic problem (Held 1978; Branscome 1983). In the

simplest case of the Charney–Boussinesq problem (uni-

form shear and stratification for a Boussinesq fluid on a

beta plane), there is only one vertical scale in the prob-

lem, the Charney height, given by
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and the vertical scale of the most unstable mode should

scale with this height. Assuming that this defines the

tropopause height H, then the ‘‘criticality parameter’’
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is unity by definition. This parameter is similar to the one

determining whether a zonal flow is stable in the linear

two-layer quasigeostrophic model (e.g., Vallis 2006), but

it is not necessarily a good measure of baroclinic in-

stability: that may occur with j , 1, especially in in-

homogeneous flows. Nevertheless, the parameter j may

determine the scale of the nonlinear flow. This is be-

cause it may be shown that the Rossby radius (NH/f )

scales with the Rhines scale (
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u

rms
/b

p
) if the criticality is

unity. That is, the scale of linear instability is sufficiently

large that there is no room for an inverse cascade if the

latter is halted at the Rhines scale (Held and Larichev

1996; Schneider and Walker 2006; Vallis 2006).

How relevant are these considerations for the forced-

dissipative equilibration problem? Historically, two dif-

ferent closures have been suggested for this problem:

baroclinic adjustment and various forms of turbulent

diffusion. Baroclinic adjustment assumes the existence

of some preferred equilibrium state(s), usually the above

condition: j 5 1. When the heating varies, this requires

that the eddy fluxes adjust to balance the heating, which

essentially makes the fluxes a function of the heating

rather than a function of the mean state alone. Although

this approach was originally motivated by the notion of

baroclinic neutrality (Stone 1978; Lindzen 1993), similar

conclusions may be obtained using other arguments not

relying on baroclinic neutrality, which may be termed

‘‘marginal criticality’’ to distinguish them (Schneider 2004).

(For definiteness we will henceforth refer to all such classes

of arguments as marginal criticality, but without any

implication as to what the mechanism or justification for

such a process is.) In contrast, diffusive closures usually

assume that the fluxes vary continuously with the mean

state gradient, with a diffusivity that is in general also

a function of the mean state (e.g., Green 1970; Stone

1972). For both closures to be compatible, the diffusivity

or the heating would have to adjust in some particular

way, as discussed more below. (Of course, without a

prediction of the diffusivity a diffusive closure is rather

empty of content.)

When j ’ 1, we have ( f /b)j›yuj’ H›zu, implying that

the characteristic isentrope spans a meridional distance

on the order of the planet size f/b ; a as it rises from the

surface to the tropopause. Thus, the typical air parcel

warming up at the subtropical boundary layer finds its

cooling level around the polar tropopause (Fig. 1a). Now,

if the eddies are quasi-adiabatic the isentropic slope

agrees with the mixing slope (Zurita-Gotor and Vallis

2009), so this can only occur if the ratio between merid-

ional and vertical heat transport satisfies
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where QH and QV are the horizontal and vertical heating

[see Zurita-Gotor and Vallis (2010) for specific defini-

tions]. Hence, for j ’ 1 the heating cannot be arbitrary

but must adjust to satisfy this special condition. Assuming

that the heat fluxes are independently determined by

a diffusive closure (Zurita-Gotor and Vallis 2009), this

condition then becomes a theory for tropopause height.

For instance, consider the scenario depicted in Fig. 1b, in

which the w9u9 to y9u9 ratio leads to an isentropic slope as

depicted by the thick line. To satisfy the condition j ’ 1,

this line should be extended to the poleward region,

where air parcels would cool at a tropopause level H 5 h.

However, this may not be possible if the vertical extent

of the heating is constrained by the heating formula-

tion. For instance, if the formulation were such that the

heating could only extend to a height Hrad , h, then the

flow would be supercritical (j . 1) unless the isentropes

adjust to the new slope indicated by the thin line. This

would require that the diffusivity adjusts to produce the

appropriate transport, instead of being a predetermined

function of the mean state.

We can see that an important difference between the

actual forced-dissipative problem and the linear prob-

lem is that for the former diabatic considerations may

play a role and the vertical scale of the eddies is not
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necessarily determined by the dynamics alone. One may

think of the heating formulation as introducing addi-

tional vertical scale(s), which could compete with h for

determining the tropopause height. The role of the di-

abatic processes for constraining the tropopause height

was noted by Held (1982), who introduced the notion of

a radiative constraint. The basic idea is as follows: if the

vertical mixing by the dynamics produces some tropo-

spheric stratification euz up to the tropopause H, with the

fluid remaining in radiative equilibrium aloft, then H

and eu
z

cannot be arbitrary because the net column heating

must remain unchanged when heat is redistributed verti-

cally. Thus, for any given value of euz there is only one

value of H producing the right outgoing longwave radia-

tion at the top of the atmosphere, and vice versa. The

ensuing relation between H and euz is called the radia-

tive constraint.

To close the problem, an additional dynamical con-

straint between H and eu
z

is needed, and the baroclinic

adjustment/marginal criticality condition j 5 1 is one

such. However, if this constraint does hold, then a dif-

fusive constraint with predetermined diffusivity cannot

simultaneously be valid because the system is over-

determined, for reasons discussed above. The question

then becomes whether turbulent diffusion or baroclinic

adjustment, or some other theory, is more relevant for

the extratropical equilibrium, and if and how the ra-

diative constraint is effective.

Previous work has not been conclusive on this issue.

Thus, Thuburn and Craig (1997) used a comprehensive

GCM to test various theories for the height of the tro-

popause, finding that although the radiative constraint

was a useful perspective, dynamical constraints based

on theories of baroclinic adjustment were not in general

satisfied. In contrast, Schneider and Walker (2006) found

robust adjustment to marginal criticality in an idealized

dry GCM forced by Newtonian cooling, though they did

not test the role of radiative constraint explicitly. Other

studies with different heating formulations have not

found adjustment to marginal criticality. For instance,

gray radiation models tend to produce less stratified,

more supercritical mean states (Frierson et al. 2006),

while significant changes in criticality can be found when

using a different time scale for the eddies and the mean

in a Newtonian model (Zurita-Gotor 2008). Models with

explicit moist effects exhibit sensitivity of the criticality

on moisture (Schneider and O’Gorman 2008). In a

more idealized framework, Zurita-Gotor (2007) found

that the criticality varied slowly but smoothly with the

forcing in a forced-dissipative, two-layer quasigeostrophic

model, suggesting that the system had no preferred

equilibria. Zurita-Gotor and Vallis (2009) found similar

results for a two-level primitive equation model when the

stratification (internally determined now) was diagnosed

from the model. Finally, Zurita-Gotor and Vallis (2010)

studied the implications of the diffusive closure for the

sensitivity of the mean state on the heating. However,

in these three studies the depth of the mixing is virtually

prescribed by construction, which is unavoidable for the

two-level system.

FIG. 1. (a) The characteristic isentropic slope when j ’ 1; (b) the isentropic slope (thick line) when the vertical scale

of the heating limits the tropopause height (Hrad , h). In that case, the flow is supercritical (j . 1) unless the

isentropic slope flattens to the thin line.
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The disparity of results when different heating formu-

lations are used suggests that the relevance of the differ-

ent constraints might be model or parameter dependent.

For instance, it was argued above that the adjustment

to marginal criticality is to be expected in the unforced

Charney–Boussinesq problem, in which the only di-

mensional height entering the problem is the Charney

height and there is no radiative constraint. In the op-

posite limit, one might conceive a heating formulation

in which the radiative constraint H 5 f (eu
z
) was so flat

that it would not allow the tropopause height to depart

much from some value Hrad, which would be akin to

a rigid lid. In this limit in which the vertical eddy scale is

externally constrained, we might expect to observe su-

percriticality as in the two-level study of Zurita-Gotor

and Vallis (2009), at least for sufficiently strong forcing.

More generally, the radiative and marginal criticality

constraints together fully determine the vertical tem-

perature structure with no room for a diffusive closure.

Conversely, if a diffusive closure with predetermined

diffusivity holds, then the marginal criticality and radia-

tive constraints cannot be simultaneously satisfied.

One may therefore envision several scenarios. For ex-

ample, the radiative constraint could play the role of the

rigid lid in limiting the vertical expansion of the eddies,

allowing supercritical flow even when the tropopause

height is not absolutely fixed. It is also possible that some

of the assumptions behind the application of the radiative

constraint (uniform tropospheric stratification and strato-

sphere in radiative equilibrium) are too idealized for this

constraint to be useful. Thus, although the radiative con-

straint, as a statement of energy conservation, must always

be satisfied, in practice it could be ineffective at con-

straining the mean state and preventing the adjustment to

marginal criticality or to marginal supercriticality oper-

ating simultaneously with a diffusive mechanism. (The

extent to which the radiative constraint can prevent the

adjustment to marginal criticality is likely dependent on

the heating formulation used and the parameter regime

of interest.) Another possibility is that the diffusive

mechanism is not particularly relevant for the extra-

tropical equilibrium.

The goal of the present work is to clarify these pos-

sibilities and to try to understand the interaction of the

radiative and dynamical constraints, and to introduce

some objective or quantitative parameters to characterize

their influence. The work may be considered an extension

of the previous work of the authors to the more realistic

case of a continuous fluid in which the vertical scale of the

mixing is internally determined, while trying to maintain

a relatively idealized framework to aid physical inter-

pretation. Specifically, this paper investigates whether the

radiative and marginal criticality constraints can predict

the sensitivity of tropopause height in an idealized model

when the external parameters are varied, or whether some

other dynamical constraint is needed.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes

the formulation and numerics of the specific numerical

model that we use. Section 3 presents the radiative con-

straint for this model and discusses its properties. Sec-

tion 4 describes the sensitivity of the tropopause in our

runs when the main external parameters are varied, fo-

cusing on the agreement with the different predictions.

Finally, section 5 concludes with some discussion of our

results and a brief summary.

2. Model description

We use for this study the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology (MIT) GCM (Marshall et al. 1997; see

http://mitgcm.org/), a multilevel primitive equation model

well suited to idealized modeling because of its flexible

configuration. We use a hydrostatic, Boussinesq, beta-

plane version of the model, with a linear equation of state

with thermal expansion coefficient aT 5 3.33 3 1023 K21

(obtained linearizing the ideal gas law; see Zurita-Gotor

and Vallis 2009), configured in a channel with slippery

zonal walls. By using a Boussinesq model we lose some

realism vis-à-vis the real atmosphere, but we are able to

focus more on the dynamical mechanisms because there

is no longer a vertical scale height for density. We added

to this model simple forcing functions similar to those

described by Held and Suarez (1994). The horizontal

wind is damped linearly over a boundary layer with

fixed depth (hBL 5 3 km), with a damping rate that is

maximum at the surface (tF
21) and decreases linearly to

zero over that height. The thermal field is forced by

Newtonian relaxation with time scale t to a prescribed

‘‘radiative equilibrium’’ profile of the form

u
R

(y, z) 5 u
0

1

ðz

0

[u
z‘

1 (u
z0
� u

z‘
)e�z9/H

R ] dz9

�
d

Y

2
tanh

y� (L
Y

/2)

s

� �
e�z/H

Y . (4)

In this profile, the stratification transitions from its

surface value uz0 to a value uz‘ at large heights, with the

transition occurring over a depth of order HR. Addi-

tionally, the radiative equilibrium baroclinicity decays

vertically over a depth HY, which we introduced mainly

for numerical convenience. We chose a large enough

value that the zonal wind only departs from the constant

shear profile at heights well above the simulated tro-

popause. At the same time, by using a finite HY we re-

duce the vertical shear and maximum zonal wind near
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the top of a domain that extends much farther than the

simulated tropopause, easing the stability constraints on

the time step. Note that this profile produces a mono-

tonic PV gradient with no interior extrema, so there is

not a ‘‘radiative-equilibrium tropopause.’’

For our control run we take uz0 5 0, uz‘ 5 20 K km21,

HR 5 10 km, HY 5 50 km, f0 5 1024 s21, b 5 1.6 3

10211 m21s21, dy 5 60 k, Ly 5 12 500 km, s 5 1000 km,

a frictional time scale tF 5 1 day, a Newtonian time

scale t 5 20 days, and biharmonic diffusion with co-

efficient n 5 1016 m4 s21 in the momentum equations.

We use a convective adjustment scheme for the runs

with negative uz0 but the results were insensitive when

some of these simulations were repeated using grid-scale

convection only. The channel length is LX 5 32 000 km

and the computational model top is set at a height HT 5

40 km. We use a uniform 128 3 48 horizontal grid, and

a nonuniform vertical grid with 80 grid points. The

vertical spacing is 250 m over the lowest 15 km of the

domain, increasing gradually above that level to a max-

imum grid size of 2200 m. We have also introduced a

sponge layer over the upper 10 km of the domain to

prevent the buildup of eddy activity near the top of the

domain (for which we use a free surface boundary con-

dition) and unphysical downward reflection. The sponge

damps eddy momentum (u9 and y9) only, and its damping

rate decays quadratically to 0 from a maximum value

of (3 h)21 at the top. We performed some additional

simulations in a domain twice as deep for the control

run and for two other runs with parameter configurations

conducive to high tropopauses ( f0 5 5 3 1024 s21 and

uz0 5 230 K km21) to ensure that the results are in-

sensitive to HT. The diagnostics presented are averages

from the last 300 days in 600-day simulations starting

from radiative equilibrium.

Figure 2 describes the mean state for our control run,

which uses a radiative-equilibrium profile that is con-

vectively neutral at the surface (uz0 5 0). This leads to a

fairly well-stratified mean state as shown in Fig. 2a (see

also Fig. 5d). The different mean and eddy fields have

realistic structure and values, including the characteris-

tic three-cell structure in the mean meridional circula-

tion. We define the troposphere as the boundary layer

over which the bulk of the dynamical adjustment and

transport occurs and estimate the tropopause as the

height over which the isentropic mass flux decreases to a

30% of its maximum value at each latitude. We chose

this conservative value motivated by the large variability

among runs in the fraction of eddy activity that leaks

into the stratosphere. Although the isentropic mass flux

does not drop as fast in our Boussinesq fluid as in the

compressible atmosphere, the decay is still sharp enough

that the sensitivity of tropopause height is very similar

when using a smaller threshold. Note that this tropopause

(depicted with a thick line in Fig. 2) is very different from

what one would obtain using the WMO tropopause def-

inition, given the very different heating structure in our

model compared to the real atmosphere. In fact, the

WMO definition is not very meaningful for our model, in

which temperature always increases with height (tem-

perature and potential temperature are equivalent for a

Boussinesq fluid). The tropopause may not even show up

clearly in the thermal structure in all cases (cf. Figs. 5c,d):

it only does so when the dynamically adjusted stratification

is significantly different from its radiative-equilibrium

counterpart at tropopause levels.

3. The radiative constraint

One way to think about the radiative constraint of

Held (1982) is to first suppose that the horizontal heat

transport problem is solved and to focus on the vertical

heat transport. Because the net column heating is then

known, the vertical thermal structure cannot be arbitrary

but is constrained by the requirement that the column

diabatic cooling balances the prescribed external heating.

In the simplest situation in which the vertical thermal

structure is idealized as consisting of a stratosphere

in strict radiative equilibrium lying above a uniformly

stratified troposphere, the thermal structure is fully

determined by just two parameters: the tropospheric

stratification and tropopause height. The constraint on

the column heating then implies that these two pa-

rameters must be related. We refer to this relation as

the idealized radiative constraint, to emphasize the fact

that this constraint only holds when the simple ideali-

zation of the thermal structure put forward above is

appropriate. (The radiative constraint itself, as a state-

ment of conservation of energy, must always hold.)

Figure 3 illustrates the application of this idea with

a Newtonian cooling model. The thin line shows a typ-

ical radiative-equilibrium profile toward which the flow

is relaxed, convectively unstable in the lower tropo-

sphere and very stably stratified in the stratosphere,

with the transition occurring around some height HR.

The thick line shows the adjusted profile after the dy-

namical transport, which we assume to be uniformly

stratified. The area between the curves determines the

net column heating. Since this heating has to be con-

sistent with the meridional transport problem, only one

stratification is possible if the tropopause height is given.

For instance, at the latitude of maximum meridional heat

transport (or in a horizontal average), the vertically in-

tegrated dynamical heating (›
y

Ð
yu dz) vanishes and the

adjusted stratification must be such that the two lobes

have equal area:
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FIG. 2. Description of the equilibrium state for the control run. (a) Mean zonal wind (thick) and potential tem-

perature (thin); (b) meridional eddy heat flux; (c) vertical eddy heat flux; (d) eddy momentum flux; (e) mean me-

ridional circulation mass streamfunction; (f) isentropic mass flux (and mean lowest-level temperature). Contour

interval (CI) is indicated in each panel title and the tropopause is shown with a thick line.
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where uA(z) is the adjusted profile, with uniform strati-

fication ~u
z
, uR(z) is the radiative-equilibrium profile,

and H is the tropopause height. Note that there is no

distinction between temperature and potential tem-

perature in our Boussinesq fluid, so the assumptions of

a uniform stratification or a uniform lapse rate are

equivalent.

For the radiative-equilibrium profile uR considered

in this paper, namely (4), the radiative constraint can be

solved analytically to produce the following relation

between H and ~u
z
:

u
z‘
� eu

z

u
z‘
� u

z0

5 2
1� (1 1 h)e�h

h2
, (6)

where h 5 H/HR. This relation, plotted in Fig. 4a, pre-

dicts the rising of the tropopause as the stratification ~uz

increases (for fixed uz0, uz‘), very steeply when the

stratification is large. The normalization implies that

for small uz‘ 2 uz0 the radiative constraint becomes

‘‘loose,’’ in the sense that small changes in the stratifi-

cation are associated with large changes in tropopause

height. Equation (6) becomes singular in the pure

Charney–Boussinesq limit uz0 5 uz‘, a limit in which the

scale of the eddies is no longer constrained by HR.

It is also useful to define the steepness of tropopause

height

s
H

5
› logH

› logeu
z

, (7)

measuring the local sensitivity of tropopause height (as

predicted by the idealized radiative constraint) to changes

in stratification. A large steepness implies that H is very

sensitive to changes in the stratification, while small

values of sH are associated with flat tropopause heights.

Figure 4b shows that for uz0 /uz‘ / 2‘, sH / 0 and we

recover the rigid-lid case. In the opposite limit, sH becomes

infinitely large (only some contours are shown) as we

approach eu
z

5 u
z0

or eu
z

5 u
z‘

. This represents a ‘‘free-

floating’’ tropopause limit, in which the tropopause height

is no longer constrained by stratification. In that limit, we

expect the radiative constraint to play only a minor role in

determining the height of the tropopause.

Tightness of the radiative constraint

As a statement of energy conservation, the radiative

constraint must always be satisfied. Yet because some of

the underlying assumptions behind the idealized radia-

tive constraint (the construction in Fig. 3) may seem

contrived, it is fair to try to determine the extent to

which this constraint really does constrain the flow. For

instance, the equal-area construction is sensitive to the

vertical structure of the stratification: when this struc-

ture changes it is not sufficient to characterize the tro-

pospheric stratification in terms of its mean value alone.

The assumption of a stratosphere in strict radiative equi-

librium is also an idealization because long waves pene-

trate across the tropopause and the stratospheric heating

that they induce may have a significant impact on tropo-

pause height (Thuburn and Craig 2000; Birner 2010). In

the real world, both factors represent additional heating

sources that may render the idealized radiative constraint

construction inaccurate. Most importantly, if these heating

sources are comparable to the dynamical heating then

we would not necessarily expect the idealized radiative

constraint to predict the correct sensitivity of tropopause

height. In that case, changes in the stratospheric heating

resulting from anomalous wave propagation across the

tropopause and/or changes in the tropospheric heating

due to changes in the vertical structure of stratification

may dominate the changes in the dynamical heating when

the mean tropospheric stratification changes.

To get a feeling for the relevance of this constraint in

our model, Fig. 5 compares results for two different sim-

ulations. We first consider a simulation with statically

unstable radiative-equilibrium stratification at the sur-

face, uz0 5 220 K km21. Figures 5a and 5b show that the

FIG. 3. Sketch illustrating the application of the radiative con-

straint at the latitude of maximum meridional heat transport. At

that latitude, the net heat content of the column is unchanged from

radiative equilibrium and the areas of cooling and heating are

equal.
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assumptions behind the idealized radiative constraint are

clearly violated for this run. The stratification has vertical

structure, the most dominant feature being a highly strat-

ified surface layer presumably forced by the cold surface

return flow (Held and Schneider 1999). Additionally, the

large Eliassen–Palm flux across the tropopause in Fig. 5b

implies that the stratosphere cannot be in radiative equi-

librium. Although both features are apparent in the radi-

ative constraint construction shown in Fig. 5c, this device

still works because these corrections are much smaller than

the dynamical adjustment in stratification implied by the

equilibrium profile. In contrast, Fig. 5d shows the same

construction for our control run, which is only neutrally

stratified at the surface in radiative equilibrium. In this

case the time-mean stratification departs relatively little

from its radiative-equilibrium profile and the correc-

tions to the stratification implied by the violation of the

assumptions behind the idealized radiative constraint

are as important as the dynamical adjustment itself.

Hence we do not expect this constraint to constrain

the equilibrium state as much for this simulation as for the

previous one. Generally speaking, we would expect the

radiative constraint to work better when the dynamical

vertical heat transport is large, which is typically associ-

ated with strong destabilization at the surface.

To be more quantitative about the effectiveness of the

radiative constraint we define a tightness parameter T:

T [ 1�
eu

z

u
zR

(H)
, (8)

where uzR(H) is the radiative-equilibrium stratification

at the tropopause. This parameter is small when the

mean stratification in the upper troposphere does not

FIG. 4. Radiative constraint for the Newtonian cooling model: (a) tropopause height, (b) steepness of tropopause

height (CI is 0.1 for dashed contours and 0.5 for solid contours), (c) tightness of the radiative constraint (CI is 0.1), and

(d) tightness (solid, left axis) and steepness (dashed, right axis) for the equilibrated simulations varying uz0. These

simulations are also mapped in (b) and (c). CON refers to the control simulation.
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depart much from its radiative-equilibrium value, while

it approaches 1 when the stratification adjustment is

significant. Hence, T measures the importance of the

vertical heat transport for the mean state, suggesting

that the radiative constraint should be more effective as

T approaches 1. Note that it is also only when T is suf-

ficiently close to 1 that the tropopause height becomes

apparent in the thermal structure in the form of a dis-

continuity in the stratification (for reference, the simu-

lation in Fig. 5c has T 5 0.71, whereas that in Fig. 5d has

T 5 0.27). In the presence of a rigid lid at z 5 H we may

define uzR(H1) 5 ‘ to make T 5 1 in that limit.

Figure 4c shows the tightness of the radiative constraint

in our model as a function of the different parameters.

Comparing with Fig. 4b, it is apparent that T and sH have

very similar structure, so that the radiative constraint is

tight (loose) when sH is small (large). In other words, the

radiative constraint is more effective constraining the flow

in the limit in which it does not let the tropopause move

much. This is easy to understand from the graphical con-

struction in Fig. 3 because when T is small the radiative-

equilibrium and adjusted profile are nearly parallel at

tropopause levels, so that large changes in tropopause

height (i.e., a large sH) are associated with small changes

in the upper tropospheric cooling (the area of the top

lobe). To summarize, T increases and sH decreases when

uz0/uz‘ decreases, reaching T 5 1 in the rigid-lid limit

(uz0/uz‘ / 2‘) and T 5 0 in the uniform Charney limit

of a free-floating tropopause (euz 5 uz0 or euz 5 uz‘
).

4. Tropopause sensitivity

We have performed a large number of simulations

varying the external parameters in our model, affecting

FIG. 5. For a run with uz0 5 220 K km21, (a) stratification, (b) eddy meridional heat flux, and (c) radiative con-

straint construction (radiative-equilibrium temperature is thin and time-mean temperature thick). (d) As in (c), but

for the control run, which has neutral radiative-equilibrium stratification at the surface. The tropopause is shown with

thick lines in (a) and (b) and with dashed–dotted lines in (c) and (d).
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the tropopause height. In this section we describe the

sensitivity of tropopause height to the main parameters

and use this sensitivity to test the usefulness and rele-

vance of the marginal criticality and radiative constraints.

The parameters that we have changed are the radiative-

equilibrium baroclinicity dY, the radiative-equilibrium

stratification at the surface and at infinity uz0 and uz‘, the

radiative-equilibrium height scale HR, the forcing time

scale t, and the rotation parameters f0 and b.

The tropopause height is estimated from the isentro-

pic mass circulation as described in section 2, with the

isentropic diagnostics averaged over ‘‘baroclinic zones.’’

These are defined as the regions over which the verti-

cally integrated eddy meridional heat flux is within a

25% of its latitudinal maximum. The radiative con-

straint and marginal criticality predictions are calculated

using data diagnosed from the model’s mean state, av-

eraged over the same baroclinic zones. The idealized

radiative constraint prediction is based on the equal-area

construction of Fig. 3 using the simulated stratification

›zu, while the marginal criticality prediction (Charney

height) is given by h 5 �( f /b)›yu/›zu, with the Coriolis

parameter evaluated at the latitude of maximum merid-

ional heat flux and the temperature gradients obtained

from the simulations. With both predictions, there is

some ambiguity depending on the level at which tem-

perature gradients are evaluated; we show results using

both midtropospheric values and tropospheric averages.

We also tested the marginal criticality constraint using

values at the surface and at the top of the boundary layer,

but the agreement was worse than with the previous

conventions.

As discussed in the previous section, we expect the

idealized radiative constraint to work better when the

dynamical adjustment in stratification is significant and

the tightness approaches unity. In that limit the radiative

constraint also tends to be flat (sH is small) and the tro-

posphere is not allowed to expand freely. Figures 4b

and 4c show that the main external parameter affecting

these properties is the uz0/uz‘ ratio, with the tightness

increasing and the steepness decreasing as this ratio

becomes more negative. We thus start by studying the

behavior of our model when uz0 is varied, keeping uz‘

constant. These simulations are mapped in Figs. 4b and 4c,

using the mean tropospheric stratification (diagnosed from

the model) as an estimate for the ‘‘adjusted’’ stratifi-

cation euz. The specific values of T and sH covered are

shown in Fig. 4d.

Figure 6 shows some diagnostics for these simulations.

We can see that the tropopause rises when uz0 decreases,

as predicted by the idealized radiative constraint. With

small (negative) uz0 the two radiative-constraint pre-

dictions are in good agreement with each other and with

the observed tropopause height. However, as uz0 in-

creases, the two predictions diverge and they also become

poor estimates of the actual tropopause. The idealized

radiative constraint tends to do better than marginal

criticality (with both conventions) for small uz0, when

this construction is most reliable, but both predictions

display comparable skill around the control value uz0 5 0.

For larger values of uz0 the radiative constraint becomes

loose and marginal criticality appears to perform better.

This suggests that the radiative constraint may be pre-

venting the adjustment to marginal criticality when this

constraint is tight. Given the importance of the uz0 pa-

rameter, we have grouped our simulations in 4 different

sets using the following values of uz0: 220, 210, 0, and

5 K km21. For each of these sets, variations in the re-

maining parameters are considered. Overall, 117 experi-

ments were performed; these are listed in Table 1.

Figure 7 describes the sensitivity of tropopause

height to external parameters for the set with uz0 5

220 K km21 (right) and for the control set with uz0 5 0

(left), which are representative of all our results. We can

see that the tropopause rises with increasing dY and HR.

When f0 increases the tropopause rises with a weak de-

pendence for the control set, but it remains roughly

constant for the set with uz0 5 220 K km21. The tro-

popause height also remains nearly constant against

changes in b for both sets and has weak variations (with

different sign) in both sets when changing t. The larger

FIG. 6. Simulated tropopause height (thick solid) and predictions

based on the radiative constraint (thin solid) and marginal criti-

cality (dashed) for runs varying the surface radiative-equilibrium

stratification uz0. Two sets of predictions are shown using tropo-

spheric averages (*) or midtropospheric levels (3), based on the

simulated tropopause height.
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changes observed in tropopause height when changing

dY and f0 for the control set compared to the uz0 5 220

set are consistent with the larger values of sH over this

part of the parameter space (cf. Fig. 4b). We next in-

vestigate whether the simulated sensitivity of tropopause

height can be captured by the theoretical estimates.

The two constraints for tropopause height

Figure 7 also evaluates the adequacy of the radiative

and marginal criticality constraints as predictors of changes

in tropopause height when the parameters are varied. The

idealized radiative constraint slightly underestimates the

changes in tropopause height when varying f0 with uz0 5 0,

and also fails to predict the weak changes in H when

varying the diabatic time scale at large t. But other than

that, it does really well for both sets, much better than

we might have anticipated for the control set based on

Fig. 5d. Even for the set of simulations with uz0 5

5 K km21 (not shown) the idealized radiative constraint

performs surprisingly well.

Marginal criticality also gives useful predictions for

the control set, giving a sensitivity of the correct sign for

tropopause height except when changing the diabatic

time scale in the small t limit. Nevertheless, this con-

straint (slightly) underestimates the changes in tropopause

height when increasing dY (Fig. 7a) and significantly

overestimates the simulated tropopause rise when f0

is increased (Fig. 7d). The former implies a (weak) re-

duction in criticality and the latter a criticality increase.

But despite these shortcomings, there exists overall a re-

markable tendency in the model’s mean state to adjust

to marginal criticality for this set.

In contrast, the set with uz0 5 220 K km21 is charac-

terized by large changes in criticality. The Charney height

drops abruptly when increasing dY, t, and b (Figs. 7f,g,j),

yet the tropopause rises in the first case and remains

roughly constant in the last two. In all cases, this implies

a decrease in criticality. On the other hand, the Charney

height increases steeply with f0 (Fig. 7i) and becomes very

large (out of the range displayed in the plot), despite the

simulated tendency for the tropopause height to remain

constant against changes in rotation. In summary, the

criticality increases when f0 increases and when dY, t, and

b decrease, with a sensitivity that is strongly modulated

by the value of uz0: the criticality changes are much larger

with uz0 5 220 K km21 than with uz0 5 0.

To summarize these results, Fig. 8 displays scatter-

plots of simulated tropopause height against the differ-

ent predictors for the two sets discussed above, and we

can see that the idealized radiative constraint has quan-

titative skill in many cases. The marginal criticality esti-

mate has less predictive skill overall, but it does have

some, especially for the uz0 5 0 set. To be more quan-

titative, Table 2 lists correlations between changes in

the predictors and in tropopause height for all four sets,

as well as correlations between the two radiative

constraint predictions (using midtropospheric values

or vertical averages) and the two marginal criticality pre-

dictions with each other. The two marginal criticality

predictions correlate very well with each other in all

cases, suggesting that changes in the vertical structure

are of little importance. The correlation between the

two radiative constraint predictions is also very high for

low uz0 but drops significantly as the radiative constraint

becomes loose. The predictive power of this constraint

decreases over the same range, with the correlation be-

tween tropopause height and predictor dropping from a

high value of 0.97 for uz0 5 220 K km21 to a low value

of 0.61 for uz0 5 5 K km21. In contrast, the marginal

criticality predictions are essentially uncorrelated with

tropopause height for small uz0 but their predictive skill is

comparable to that of the idealized radiative constraint

for the largest values of uz0.

The fact that marginal criticality works better when

the radiative constraint becomes loose supports the ar-

gument given in the introduction that it is this constraint

that prevents the adjustment to marginal criticality by

preventing the tropopause from reaching as high as the

Charney height, and that enables the flow to be super-

critical. This is most transparent in Fig. 6, which shows

that the idealized radiative constraint tightly determines

the tropopause height when it predicts a lower height

than marginal criticality, while it becomes loose precisely

over the parameter range in which both constraints

predict comparable heights. This may be interpreted as

follows. The idealized radiative constraint tropopause

TABLE 1. List of all simulations performed. For each set of runs (characterized by their uz0 value) we provide the total number of

experiments performed in parentheses and the specific parameter variations considered in columns (only one parameter is changed at

a time, with all other parameters kept at their control values). Parameter variations are expressed either as a range pmin: Dp: pmax or as a list

of values p1, p2, . . . , pn when variations are not equally spaced.

Set (N) dy/2 (K) t (days) HR (km) f0 (31024 s21) b (310211 m21 s21)

220 (29) 20: 10: 60 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 5: 5: 15 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5 0.8: 0.4: 3.2

210 (29) 20: 10: 60 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 5: 5: 20 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5 0.8: 0.4: 3.2

0 (32) 20: 5: 55 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 5: 5: 20 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5 0.8: 0.4: 3.2

5 (27) 30: 10: 60 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 5: 5: 20 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5 0.8: 0.4: 3.2
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Hrad represents the depth of the required mixing to

have energy conservation with uniform stratification,

but there is no reason why the mixing should necessarily

extend that high if the dynamics dictate otherwise. In

particular, if the Charney height were lower than this

depth one would expect to observe the most unstable

mode mixing over that (lower) height, with approximate

radiative equilibrium aloft. To be sure, the radiative

constraint (energy conservation) must still be satisfied

in that case, but this can only be compatible with radiative

equilibrium below Hrad in the presence of nonuniform

stratification. In other words, it is not the radiative con-

straint that fails, only the idealized construction of Fig. 3

that assumes a uniform stratification. We refer to this

as a loose radiative constraint.

This suggests that if we were to set uz0 5 uz‘, as in the

pure Charney–Boussinesq problem, nothing would pre-

vent the flow from adjusting to marginal criticality, since

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but varying the radiative-equilibrium baroclinicity dY (a),(f); the forcing

time scale t (note the logarithmic scale) (b),(g); the radiative scale height HR (c),(h); the mean

Coriolis parameter f0 (d),(i); and its derivative b (e),(h). Panels correspond to runs with (a)–(e)

the control value uz0 5 0 and (f)–( j) convectively unstable radiative-equilibrium stratification

(uz‘ 5 220 K km21).
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that would be essentially equivalent to taking Hrad / ‘.

In that limit we would expect the depth of the mixing

to be given by the Charney height, with approximate

radiative equilibrium above that height. The radiative

constraint (energy conservation) would still need to be

satisfied, of course, but note that only deviations in the

stratification from its mean value would play a role in the

equal-area construction. In other words, the vertical-

mean stratification is essentially unconstrained by energy

conservation in the Charney limit. Simulations performed

in this setting support our speculation about an ad-

justment to marginal criticality in that limit (not shown),

although these simulations are somewhat ambiguous

because they tend to have a less sharp tropopause and

because it is harder to constrain the vertical scale of the

eddies with a uniform stratification, making the influence

of the upper computational boundary more evident in

these runs.

5. Summary and conclusions

We shall state our conclusions compactly in this opening

paragraph and then expand them in the rest of this section.

The tropopause height may be considered to be the out-

come of two constraints, one dynamical and one radiative.

In this paper we have investigated the degree to which an

idealized expression of the radiative constraint and a par-

ticular dynamical constraint, the assumption of marginal

criticality, provide useful predictions of the tropopause

height. (In its most general form the radiative con-

straint must always be satisfied, but it need not neces-

sarily provide a tight constraint.) We find that both

constructions have some predictive value but, depending

on the diabatic forcing, neither is always useful. Depending

on the form of the diabatic forcing, the radiative constraint

may be loose and not provide an effective constraint on the

tropopause height, or it may be tight and constrain the

tropopause to a height lower than the Charney height,

leading to supercritical flow.

Marginal criticality is a state in which the tropopause

height scales with the Charney height, which in turn

represents the depth over which the integrated positive

potential vorticity (PV) gradient in the interior is com-

parable to the (integrated) negative delta function at the

surface (Zurita and Lindzen 2001). Modes with this

vertical scale thus tend to have a PV diffusivity with

FIG. 7. (Continued)
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broad vertical structure and comparable values at the

surface and in the interior because the eddy PV flux

must integrate vertically to zero (when eddy momentum

fluxes are neglected). Since this represents an optimal

structure for extracting energy from the mean flow, the

most unstable mode should scale with that height and

this is the structure that we might expect to emerge in an

unforced, adiabatic flow.

However, while we would expect the eddies to extend

to this height in the unforced, adiabatic case, the same

need not be true in the presence of a radiative constraint

that essentially limits the excursions of tropopause height.

That could certainly be possible, if the flow rearranges the

mean temperature structure meridionally and vertically

in such a way that the Charney height agrees with the

tropopause height predicted by the radiative constraint.

The main objection to this idea is that this would imply

that the meridional eddy PV fluxes (or the implied dif-

fusivity) cannot be just a function of the mean state, but

must also be an explicit function of the heating. This

FIG. 8. For the set with uz0 5 220 K km21, scatterplots displaying the correlation between

tropopause height and (a) the radiative constraint using the vertically integrated (filled) or

midtropospheric (empty) stratification; and (b) the marginal criticality constraint based on verti-

cally integrated (filled) or midtropospheric (empty) values. (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but with uz0 5 0.

TABLE 2. Correlations between tropopause height (H) and predictions based on the radiative constraint (RC) and marginal criticality

(MC) when varying the external parameters for all sets of runs, using different conventions for each estimate (VI: vertically integrated;

MT: midtroposphere). We also show correlations between the estimates under both conventions, indicative of the robustness against

changes in vertical structure.

Set H, RCVI H, RCMT H, MCVI H, MCMT MCVI, MCMT RCVI, RCMT

220 0.97 0.89 0.03 0.08 0.99 0.96

210 0.96 0.89 0.19 0.27 0.99 0.96

0 0.89 0.82 0.56 0.63 0.99 0.92

5 0.61 0.72 0.83 0.87 0.99 0.58
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would be unusual and is not supported by previous studies

in models with rigid lids, in which the eddy fluxes vary

smoothly with the mean state (Zurita-Gotor and Vallis

2009). Nevertheless, some studies have reported a robust

adjustment to marginal criticality (e.g., Schneider and

Walker 2006), which seems consistent with observations

that show that the isentropic slope does not vary as much

with season as either the horizontal or vertical gradi-

ents do separately (Stone and Boaz 1996).

To better understand the interaction of the radiative

and dynamical constraints, we used a primitive equation

model with a simple Newtonian heating formulation in

which we can, to some degree, control the effectiveness

of the radiative constraint. This constraint essentially

reflects conservation of energy when heat is redistributed

vertically by the dynamical fluxes. This leads to a relation

between tropopause height and stratification under the

additional assumptions that the stratification is uniform

and the stratosphere is in strict radiative equilibrium.

Although these assumptions are never exactly satisfied

(and in principle the former could be relaxed, if one had

a theory for the vertical structure of the stratification),

they are a useful approximation when the dynamical

vertical heat transport is large since the energy balance

then is only minimally affected by the violation of these

assumptions. Thus, the idealized radiative constraint

with uniform stratification will represent a strong con-

straint on the system when the vertical redistribution of

heat is important and a weak constraint when it is small,

or potentially if the diabatic forcing has special forms.

To quantify the effectiveness of the radiative con-

straint, we have defined a tightness parameter based on

the dynamical adjustment in stratification at tropopause

levels. When the radiative constraint is loose, the ide-

alized constraint is only weakly satisfied and the tropo-

pause height is free to adjust. If the radiative constraint

predicts tropopause heights on the order of or higher

than the Charney height, then we find that the flow does

tend to adjust to marginal criticality. In contrast, the

radiative constraint prevents the expansion of the eddies

when it predicts tropopause heights lower than the

Charney height, giving rise to supercriticality. That is

to say, if the thermodynamic forcing is chosen to be such

that vertical transports are large (or of course if the

thermodynamic forcing directly produces a rigid lid be-

low the Charney height), then supercritical flow can arise.

In such cases determining the dynamical constraint be-

comes, effectively, the same as constructing a theory for

the lateral eddy fluxes in the continuously stratified, fully

nonlinear case, for which one requires a theory of the

transport properties of geostrophic turbulence.

Put simply, our results suggest that in some circum-

stances the radiative constraint will prevent the adjustment

to marginal criticality, so that this adjustment can only

occur when the radiative constraint becomes loose or

otherwise ineffective. That is, the particular form of the

heating plays a role in determining the supercriticality of

the flow, and a useful measure of this is the tightness of

the radiative constraint. This may explain why results

with comprehensive GCMs find that radiative constraint

is useful but that supercritical flow may also arise. To test

this hypothesis further, and to explore the relevance of

this point of view to more complex models and to the real

atmosphere, we are currently investigating the sensitivity

of a model forced using gray radiation, which has a very

different radiative constraint than Newtonian relaxation.
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